Noise-induced impulse pattern modifications at different dynamical period-one situations in a computer model of temperature encoding.
We used a minimal Hodgkin-Huxley type model of cold receptor discharges to examine how noise interferes with the non-linear dynamics of the ionic mechanisms of neuronal stimulus encoding. The model is based on the assumption that spike-generation depends on subthreshold oscillations. With physiologically plausible temperature scaling, it passes through different impulse patterns which, with addition of noise, are in excellent agreement with real experimental data. The interval distributions of purely deterministic simulations, however, exhibit considerable differences compared to the noisy simulations especially at the bifurcations of deterministically period-one discharges. We, therefore, analyzed the effects of noise in different situations of deterministically regular period-one discharges: (1) at high-temperatures near the transition to subthreshold oscillations and to burst discharges, and (2) at low-temperatures close to and more far away from the bifurcations to chaotic dynamics. The data suggest that addition of noise can considerably extend the dynamical behavior of the system with coexistence of different dynamical situations at deterministically fixed parameter constellations. Apart from well-described coexistence of spike-generating and subthreshold oscillations also mixtures of tonic and bursting patterns can be seen and even transitions to unstable period-one orbits seem to appear. The data indicate that cooperative effects between low- and high-dimensional dynamics have to be considered as qualitatively important factors in neuronal encoding.